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Abstract: This article presents the analysis of conveyor drive power requirements for three typical mining conveyors. One of the conveyors was found not to be able to start when fully loaded. The analysis indicates that two of the conveyors are adequately powered while one is underpowered. This was found to be primarily the result of the maximum tonnage of the two adequately powered conveyors being 1500 tonnes per hour (TPH) while the inadequately powered conveyor was classed with a maximum tonnage of 1800 TPH. It is recommended that the current draw for each motor when fully loaded be measured. This will be compared to the design. Further analysis was done to allow 2000 TPH on all conveyors. The required upgraded drive size is presented. This article does not address the structural adequacy of the supporting structure. Rather, only the capabilities of the conveyor belt and drives to transport the required TPH.
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The mining industry needs bulk material handling process for storage, transhipment, transfer, and transportation functions [1-4]. The bulk items may be ores, sand, gravel, stone, coal, cereals, wood etc. but not limited [5]. The traditional machinery and equipment of bulk material handling systems are truck dumpers, elevators, railcar dumpers, wagon tipplers, ship-loaders, hoppers, loaders classified as stationary and mobile type [6]. The conveyor drives can be used for bulk transporting for almost everything like extracted raw mineral, different mining equipment, worker’s goods, and even the mineworkers [7-9]. Diverse conveyor drive and equipment can be found in service in both underground mines and surface mining [10].

The mining industry requires an enormous amount of energy for powering the conveyor drives [11-13]. In the mining industry, the emphasis is placed on improving the energy efficiency of conveyor drive power requirements. Power requirement analysis is essential for improving the conveyor drive energy efficiency in any mining industry [11]. The mining industry must pay enough attention to the conveyor drive power requirements analysis [3,12]. The viability of mining industry operations and future productivity largely depends on the optimization of conveyor drive power requirements. Thus, the associated conveyor drives of the mining industry should be kept tracked and study for conveyor drive energy efficiency. The study should also include the key parameter of the whole drive system to determine the actual power efficiency and suggestions that might help to upgrade the conveyor drive power requirements.
The operational conditions of the conveyor drive vary on the application of the conveyor drive [4]. Conveyor drive system will be subjected to varying demand and operational conditions throughout its service in the mining industry [4]. The conveyor drive may be engaged for bulk transportation in the upward inclination or downward stepper direction [1,11]. Though the use of the conveyor drive is mainly to transport the extracted mining minerals but needs to meet the different conditions of operations that arise during mining [8]. The sudden operational conditions of the conveyor belt maybe change of motions, overloading, emergency stop and start etc. [18-20].

In some industrial use, multi-conveyor drive can suffer from unequal power-sharing. A typical scenario faced by mine sites is that of when there is an emergency stop of a fully loaded conveyor. This is not ideal as restarting can be an issue along with overloading of the conveyor at the loading chute and subsequent spillage. Not being able to restart the conveyor can mean that manual unloading of the conveyor must take place which can take many hours resulting in significant downtime [21].

In the scenario presented in this article, a system of three conveyors was found to have issues with one conveyor not being able to restart when fully loaded. The analysis was done on the three conveyors by Belt Analyst supplied by Overland Conveyor. The required modification for the 15000 TPH drive system has been proposed to upgrade it to 2000 TPH. Necessary key factors have been studied and re-assessed to drive the conveyor system that will eliminate the problem of sudden restarting with a new operating power (kW) supply.

2 Methodology

Irrespective of the mining materials, the main operational activities in the solid mining industry are extraction, material transportation, and processing [1-2,9,22]. Among these, the main operating cost of mining largely depends on the material transportation that can reach up to 40% of the mining cost [23-24]. Mining involves bulk materials handling that is not easy to carry and shift by using conventional trucks due to power consumption and fuel price. For deep mining, material transportation becomes more challenging with conventional trucks [22,25]. Thus, mining experts generally rely on designing a transportation mechanism for materials transport at various processing stations of the mining site.

Since mining activities are merely associated with bulk materials handling, conveyor drive turns out to be a widely accepted solution for the miner of the world from the 1800’s [8,26]. Initially, the idea of conveyor was for the coal mining industry but now being used for all kinds of the mining industry and in modern manufacturing lines such as in an automobile, agricultural, electronic, food, process, pharmaceutical, chemical, packaging industries [27-28]. It helps to reduce the handling cost drastically and has gained popularity. In the modern iron ore mining industry conveyor systems are an integral part of the transportation system [27-28].

The typical conveyor drive employed in the mining industry is a belt conveyor [2,7-9,23,29]. Belt conveyor is interpreted as a conventional conveyor system consist of two essential components. One is a belt that is allowed to move in a loop passage and the second is two pulleys fixed at either end of the loop. Pulleys are driven by an external power to circulate the belt over the pulley roller in the loop continuously. The belt is loaded in one end and unloaded in the opposite end. The conveyor belt arrangement is installed depending on the length of the transportation required, site conditions and material handling rate etc. [2]. Many mining industries install a combination of different types of conveyor drive systems for convenient transportation of the extracted items.

In iron ore fines industries, belt conveyors drive to perform an essential function in nonstop material transport and logistics distributions. The operational cost of it significantly influences the cost of overall mining. All mining companies intend to design an effective drive system that will increase conveyor efficiency and provide reliable service with low maintenance costs [12]. Therefore, it needs an efficient, energy-saving conveyor drive mechanism for transportation in various branches of the industry [30-31]. The energy and drive optimization through the proper fittings of the belt conveyor system can also help and decreasing the number of conveyors [29].

As we know belt conveyor drive uses mechanical power given through pulleys and is mainly sourced by electrical motor drive [9], its energy efficiency can generally be improved by considering the drive’s performance, operation, equipment, and technology [32]. S. Zhang et al. [9] used the methodology development to optimize and improve the operational efficiency of belt conveyors. The model proposed by S. Zhang et al. [9] consists of an analytic model collecting all the relevant parameters into four coefficients. The multi conveyor drive can have an effective benefit for optimized transportation in mining [33]. A lot of energy optimization model and case study-based solution is available from the previous research.

C.-H. Lan [33] designed a multi-drive system for the conveyor belt drive transportation system. Assuming a consecutive series of conveyor drives operating without interruption, the optimization considered the material handling, speed of the conveyor to improve the production profit. M. S. Masaki et al. [34] worked on the multi-drive belt conveyors technology to minimizing life cycle costs. The group considered a case study for an extensive simulation model to improve the economic benefit of the drive conveyors. The multiple conveyor drive system tends to affect unbalanced power distribution among the conveyor drives [21]. The uneven power distribution among the conveyor drive causes non-uniformity of material handling phenomenon [18,20,35]. Overall, either single or multi-drive mechanism, the analysis of the power
requirement for the energy-efficient drive system is important. Besides this for any up-gradation of the drive system in any mining industry needs a reasonable choice of belt and idlers parameter.

R. Król et al. [36] worked on the determination of the actual efficiency of the power drive system through the analysis of the power requirement for a drive system. Then they compare the input power and actual power used to calculate the efficiency of the drive system. The methodology of power analysis employed for this work has been claimed to be applicable for belt conveyors drive systems which are frequently employed in the underground and surface mining. T. Mathaba et al. [37] worked on the optimization and energy-efficient function of the conveyor belt systems for a cement industry that uses downhill conveyors. A generic energy optimal scheduling model and economic analysis for belt conveyor deriving were anticipated for cost-effective conveyor belt systems.

S. Natalia [22] has discussed the belt conveyor equipment selection, conveying systems, operation, applied mining technology for different kinds of belt conveyors. The author took the concerns of idlers, belt, and drive system as a target of improving the belt conveyor drive efficiency. The conclusions said that the importance of the energy efficiency of belt conveyors and determining parametric relationship for analysis and assessment of energy efficiency of belt conveyors system consisting of 3 belt conveyors with the same volume of material but with different transportation inclination angle [22]. W. Kawalec et al. [29] did the same kind of belt conveyor analysis for technical and organizational improvements of the energy-effective drive system and ecologically friendly operation of the mining drive mechanism. J. Rodríguez et al. [38] worked on commissioning a new drive system for the transportation of ore in the mining industry. The drive system was designed following the requirements of a company. The specific drive systems included drive alternatives that may be utilized in the company and with a control strategy for the drive converters and conveyor belts.

A. Jennings et al. [20] did a case study on a long overland conveyor of Essroc Cement, part of the Italcementi Group, Nazareth plant in Pennsylvania. The complex multi-drive system was observed for control strategy. The starting and stopping strategies of the drive system were also discussed. W. Kung [39] presented a commissioning report of The Henderson Coarse Ore Conveying System. The commissioning deal with the start-up, and operation of the conveyor belt, and mainly power efficiency of the conveyor was critically concentrated for improvement. When the motor drives the conveyor belt some slip occurs especially during starting, sudden load change, and load sharing among the drives [40]. Slip also affect the running characteristics of the belt conveyor. If sufficient power is not provided in the conveyor belt-drive, it may not be able to start.

For a multi conveyor belt drive, all the conveyor belts must be balanced to receive sufficient power for reliable operations. For unpredictable operational conditions like restarting at the fully loaded condition, the conveyor belt drive sometimes fails to restart. To resolve this fundamental operational problem of the belt drive, the functions of the conveyor's key components should be commissioned and upgrade regularly.

### 3 Result and discussion

During commissioning and regular maintenance of the mining industry, we found a multi-drive conveyor belt facing with restarting problem when fully loaded. For the intention of upgrading the conveyor system of that company, we executed a though analysis of the whole mechanism. Three conveyor belts were working in that company to transport iron ore fines. The conveyor profile drawings and datasheets for each conveyor were available. Each conveyor design tonnes per hour (TPH) capacity was known along with the properties of the material being transported, the horizontal and vertical pulley centre distances, the details of the carry and return idler sets, the belt details, the drive details, and the counterweight mass [41]. From these inputted details, the belt speed, belt capacity, DIN and drive power requirements were calculated. Both inputted and calculated values are presented in Table 1 below.

The conveyor belt “A”, “B” and “C” was loaded with 1800 TPH, 1500 TPH, 1500 TPH of iron ore fines. The centre distance for conveyors “A”, “B”, and “C” were 274, 247, and 89 m respectively with a vertical inclination of 18, 11, and 17 m between the start and endpoints. The long conveyor “A” had a conveying speed of 2.2 m/s and “B” and “C” had an equal speed of 1.8 m/s, slightly lower than the belt “A”. The speed was calculated from the operations.

All three C6 CEMA type belts were at 35° carry idler angle with side spacing of 1.2 m. The return side spacing is 3 m for the same type of CEMA placed at 0° return idler angle. The belt width for three conveyors is 900 mm with 10 mm top cover thickness, 4 mm bottom cover thickness and reported to have 81.9%, 82.1%, and 82.1% belt capacity. The calculated demand power for the belt drives is 164 kW, 88 kW, and 94 kW. It indicates that the drive “A” is overpowered, and drive “B” and “C” are underpowered with respect to their designated power (Table 1).

As can be seen, although the belt capacity of all three conveyors is less than 100%, the calculated demand power for conveyor “A” is more than the drive nameplate power. As such, when fully loaded, the conveyor would not be able to run, let alone start when there is a higher demand for power to enable all idlers to start rotating and to overcome any settling of the idler into the belt due to the weight of the product. It is recommended that the drive power amperage be measured on the conveyors to confirm that the analysis matches real-world measurements.
Balancing out all three conveyors on 2000 TPH was analysed in order to recommend what sort of drive upgrade would be required and to ensure that the existing belt would be able to cope with the potential increased capacity. All inputted data was identical except the desired upgraded TPH (Table 2). Drive power was increased in common commercially available increments until the drive power exceeded the calculated required drive power.

The analysis revealed that an increase on all three conveyors’ drives was required in order to enable a throughput of 2000 TPH through the system of three conveyors while still maintaining a belt capacity of less than 100% (77%, 77%, and 74.2%). In the proposed
upgraded design, the calculated belt speed for conveyor “A” become increased by 18.18%, and for “B” and “C”, the speed increased by 44.44% and 50% respectively. There was no change considered and suggested for the belt types and counterweighted. The DIN of the conveyor changes slightly and the proposed power for the drive system has 15~25% clearance to run upgraded 184 kW, 120 kW, and 127 kW drives.

The underlying structure must be analysed to determine if any changes there need to be made. As mentioned, the actual drive amperage should also be measured and compared to the analysis before any upgrade is carried out (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conveyor</th>
<th>Current (kW)</th>
<th>Proposed (kW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 Conclusions

Material handling and transportation cause a substantial amount of costs in the mining industry. Regular commissioning, up-gradation, and power optimization become essential with such a phenomenon. This article presents the analysis of conveyor drive power requirements for three typical mining conveyors. One of the conveyors was found not to be able to start when fully loaded. The analysis indicates that two of the conveyors are adequately powered while one is underpowered. This was found to be primarily the result of the maximum tonnage of the two adequately powered conveyors being 1500 tonnes per hour (TPH) while the inadequately powered conveyor was classed with a maximum tonnage of 1800 TPH. It is recommended that the current draw for each motor when fully loaded be measured. This will be compared to the design. Further, the analysis was done to allow 2000 TPH on all conveyors. The required upgraded drive size is presented. This article does not address the structural adequacy of the supporting structure. Rather, only the capabilities of the conveyor belt and drives to transport the required TPH.
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